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Bactracking Algorithm

Philosophy: search for events which end in photoabsorption
J. Van der Marel, NIM A 437 (1999) 538-551

Clear signal = photoelectric energy deposition ~ independent 
of incident energy & peaked around 100-250 keV 

Advantage = Backtracking gives automatically access to incident 
energies between interactions  



Initialisation

1. Read event:  event#,x1,y1,z1,e1
event#,x2,y2,z2,e2

………………………..
event#,xi,yi,zi,ei

2. Pack interaction points less than dres from each other

3. Smear positions with a gaussian function of standard deviation σpos

4. Sort interactions in increasing deposited energy order

N_int = i

N_int = j ≤ i

5. Compute all distances between interaction points & between points+source
Compute all distance in Ge material

From Geant3(4):
Gamma tracking Electron tracking
Rayleigh               Bremsstrahlung
Compton              Ionisation 
Photoelectric
Pair production



Find Photoelectric interaction
(0.09 < e < 0.400 MeV)

Find Closest interaction point

Check photoelectric range in Ge

Compute cosθ = 1 – mec2(1/einc –1/esc)

Esc= e(k-1)
Einc= e(k-1)+e(k)

k=1

k=k+1

Find interaction point in θ direction
with proper Compton range in Ge
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No and tried all
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Prob(k)=prob(k-1) x prob(range)
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Check for source direction and
Compton range in Ge from source

Probtot =kth root(prob(k) x prob(range)) yes

End of backtracking

• If photoelectric (0.09 < e < 0.400 MeV) interactions left => go to START

• If no more photoelectric interactions => decrease threshold & go to START

• If no success => check (or not) for direct photopic events => end 



1. prob(range)> 0.1   (range < 2.3 λ = 2.3 /Σmacro)

2. |cosθ(e,e’) – cosθ(x,y,z,x’,y’,z’)| < ∆cosθ(x,y,z,x’,y’,z’,∆x,∆y,∆z)

3. total probability for photon track > probmin = 0.5

4. for direct photopic events : prob(range) x σphot/σcomp > 0.2

5. maximum number of interactions/track : kmax = 10

6. position resolution dres = 2mm , smearing σpos = 0

7. No deposited energy threshold

Parameters
σprocess x ρ x Nav/A



Gammasphere + Euroball !!

Results

Loose efficiency @ low energy by 
not considering single interaction
tracks

Clustering algorithm results: 
G. Schmid NIM A 430 (1999) 69-83



EB
mult=25

Results

Gain in P/T @ high energy by not 
considering single interaction tracks



Results with smearing



Results with smearing



Results

Misinterpreted as single interaction photons

10000 1.3 MeV
photons in an
ideal 4π sphere

Reconstruction as
multiplicity 1 events

Tracking parameters =  compromise between efficiency + P/T
in a BROAD photon energy range



1200 events of multiplicity 25 with photon energies varying from 0.1-2.5 MeV



Conclusions

• Based on Van der Marel’s algorithm, a new backtracking algorithm has 
been written (in C)

- The peformances of the algorithm are similar to the
Clustering algorithm (except for the P/T at high energy, but then the 
efficiency is MUCH better at low energy)

-The performances are ~unchanged if the e- traking is 
switched on/off and are quite robust to smearing up to FWHM = 1.1 mm

- a multiplicity 1 event (Eγ=1.3 MeV) is processed in 0.3 ms 
on a 450MHz SUN station, a multiplicity 30 event is processed in 600 ms 
(but the code CAN CERTAINLY be optimised)


